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Famous for the erosion which has dramatically
reshaped its coastline, the north-east Norfolk
village of Happisburgh can truly claim to have
witnessed the full range of human history.
Recent archaeological excavations on
Happisburgh beach have found internationally
significant evidence for the earliest human
occupation so far discovered in northern
Europe, while on the clifftops above stand
the medieval church, the Arts and Crafts
Happisburgh manor and the iconic lighthouse,
the only independently operated lighthouse in
the United Kingdom.The fields surrounding the
settlement have revealed traces of prehistoric
burial mounds and a Roman farmstead, and also
contain the remains of a significant Second
World War radar station.
This book presents Happisburgh’s rich
archaeological and historical heritage, using
archaeological drawings, aerial images, historical
documents, old photographs and personal
recollections to tell the story of this coastal
community whose residents have literally lived
their lives on the edge.
The book is interspersed with biographies
of local characters, which help to tell the story
of everyday life, as well as revealing little-known
episodes such as the case of the Happisburgh
poisoner! Famous visitors are also highlighted,
including artists J.M.W.Turner, Henry Moore
and Barbara Hepworth, and author Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle.
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Fishermen at work on Happisburgh beach in the 1930s.
Their practices have remained largely unchanged for generations.
Left: Happisburgh lighthouse undergoing repainting in 1907.
(From the Neil Storey Archive)
An aerial photograph of Happisburgh taken in June 2007, showing the dramatic effects of the
erosion to the south of the village where the sea defences have failed (© Mike Page)

In the 19th and 20th centuries, many goods were sold from the backs of carts that visited
the village.
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